We study the Moyal quantization for the constrained system. One of the purposes is to give a proper definition of the Wigner-Weyl(WW) correspondence, which connects the Weyl symbols with the corresponding quantum operators. A Hamiltonian in terms of the Weyl symbols becomes different from the classical Hamiltonian for the constrained system, which is related to the fact that the naively constructed WW correspondence is not one-to-one any more. In the Moyal quantization a geometrical meaning of the constraints is clear. In our proposal, the 2nd class constraints are incorporated into the definition of the WW correspondence by limiting the phasespace to the hypersurface. Even though we assume the canonical commutation relations in the formulation, the Moyal brackets between the Weyl symbols yield the same results as those for the constrained system derived by using the Dirac bracket formulation. * )
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Introduction
The Moyal representation provides an alternative of the quantum mechanics, [1] which is based on the Wigner-Weyl(WW hereafter) correspondence between operators and phasespace functions called the Weyl symbols. Each quantum observableÂ is related to a Weyl symbol A W (q, p) by the WW correspondence. [2] In most cases, the WW correspondence is a one-to-one map. Therefore, when we know quantum mechanical description by operators, we can immediately find a counterpart of the quantum theory by using the WW correspondence. The procedure of obtaining the Moyal quantization is as follows. We start with the classical fields, obtain the quantum description of the system by use of the Dirac method, and finally get the Weyl symbol by using the WW correspondence only when it has the one-to-one map property. As far as the one-to-one property holds, it is always possible to derive the Weyl symbol from the operator representation by using the WW correspondence, and vice versa. We can always consider the Moyal quantization in these cases. However this is not always the case. In deriving the WW correspondence, we assume a commutation relation(CR hereafter) between coordinate and momentum operators denoted byq andp in order to find the map from phasespace functions to the operators. The quantum CRs are obtained from the Poisson brackets by replacing q and p by the corresponding operatorsq andp. This is valid for the case where there is no constraint. However, when there exist the 2nd class constraints, it is known that the Poisson brackets are to be replaced by the Dirac brackets. [3] The quantum CRs obtained from the Dirac brackets are no more the canonical ones for the constrained cases. Then, the Weyl symbols related to these quantum operators are subject to modification by the constraints, since the quantum CRs are changed in the definition of WW correspondence. As the result, we find that the WW correspondence, which is defined in the same way for the non-constrained case, maps the multiple functions to an operator. When there is no constraint, the Weyl symbols and the classical fields are identical because of the one-to-one correspondence. However, when there are some constraints, the one-to-one property of the correspondence breaks and so we can not determine the Weyl symbols uniquely even when we know the quantum theory. This presents a serious problem in the Moyal quantization for the constrained system.
The purpose of the present paper is to study how the WW correspon-dence should be formulated when there exist constraints. There could be various kinds of constraints that should be quantized following the Dirac's quantization method. We write CRs as
where g ij (q, p) are, in general, the functions of q and p and should be determined by the Dirac brackets. They can be put into the form δ ij for the non-constrained system. There can be a variety of constraints. However, we do not exhaust them, because our goal is to study their effects to the Moyal quantization. In this paper, we limit ourselves to the case where g ij (q, p) is given by a constant matrix which is different from δ ij . Such an example can be found in a constraint that defines the space normal to a constant vector in R D .
The present paper is organized as follows. In next section we discuss the Moyal quantization for the constrained system, where we adopt the constraint mentioned above. We show two methods of formulating WW correspondence for the constrained case. In the first subsection, we study the method which is the same as that in the non-constrained case. The coordinate and momentum operators appear in the exponent of the exponential function in the definition of the WW correspondence. These operators are assumed to satisfy the quantum CRs derived from the Dirac brackets. As the result, we find that the correspondence is no more one-to-one. In the following subsection, we propose a modified WW correspondence where we do not use the exponentiated operators to circumvent the problem. In deriving operators from the functions of the phasespace, the eigen-states instead of the coordinate and momentum operators are introduced in the definition of the correspondence. The observation of the reason why the one-to-one map does not hold for the constrained case leads to a proposal in section 3. We propose a geometrical way of imposing the constraints in the correspondence relating the classical functions to the operators. We assume the canonical CRs between the coordinate and momentum operators. In the simple examples considered here, despite the assumption it turns out to be the same map as that obtained by the WW correspondence with coordinate and momentum operators which do not satisfy the canonical CRs. In other words, we reproduce the same result as that by the Dirac quantization method starting with the canonical CRs between coordinate and momentum operators. Section 4 is devoted to exhibiting the application of the WW correspondence for the constrained system. The first application is the harmonic oscillator constrained to the surface normal to a constant vector. The 2nd is the electro-magnetic dynamics in the Coulomb gauge. The last section is for summary and discussion.
Moyal quantization for the constrained system
In this section we analyze the Moyal quantization for the constrained system. We study the Moyal quantization when there exists a constraint that defines the flat surface normal to a constant vector. We study two maps. They differ in the point whether we use the coordinate and momentum operators in the definitions of the WW correspondence. In the first formulation in section 2.1, we apply the ordinary WW correspondence, which is used for the non-constrained case, to the constrained case. The exponentiated operators appear in the definition of the WW correspondence. We use the Dirac brackets instead of the Poisson brackets to obtain the quantum CRs which are no more canonical ones. We denote the WW correspondence by the map O. By using the map, which yields an operator by acting to a function of the phasespace, we obtain a quantum Hamiltonian when we start with the classical Hamiltonian. However, the Weyl symbol which should be obtained by the inverse map of O from the operator is not determined, because the one-toone correspondence between the operators and the Weyl symbols breaks in this case. We find that O maps multiple functions to an operator. The classical Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian in terms of the Weyl symbols do not agree in the constrained case. In other words, we can not establish the Moyal quantization as far as we use the ordinary WW correspondence. Therefore, we define another correspondence by using the eigen-states, which respects the one-to-one property. We denote the modified WW correspondence by S, for which there exists an inverse map S −1 .
O formulation of WW correspondence
First we recapitulate the notations which we use here and in the following sections. We denote the 2D dimensional phasespace coordinates by
The 2D dimensional coordinates dual to these phasespace coordinates are denoted by
We express 2D component operators which is obtained by replacing q and p in (2.1) by the operators,ẑ = (q,p).
3)
The Fourier transformation of a function A(ζ) reads
where a(u) is inversely obtained as
By using this a(u) we define the WW correspondence by replacing ζ in (2.4) by the operatorẑ,
We rewrite this to obtain the expression in a differential form,
where A(ẑ) isÂ. This relation betweenÂ and A(ζ) is the WW correspondence, and we denote it asÂ = O(A).
This is the replacement of the variable ζ by the operatorẑ in the Fourier transformation (2.4). We consider an inverse Fourier transformation for the functional case. Then it is natural to ask how we define the inverse map of O in the same way as the ordinary Fourier analysis for functions. Actually we can obtain the inverse map explicitly for the non-constrained case where the operatorŝ q andp satisfy the canonical CRs. We study how this is modified when there exist constraints, and so the CRs are different from the canonical ones. We assume that the quantum CRs betweenq andp are given by
where Π ij are singular constant matrix elements with a projection property satisfying Π ik Π kj = Π ij . Generally Π has zero vectors, n. The explicit example of such a projection will be shown later in the examples. A representation of (2.9) is obtained on functions of
The above operators satisfy the CR as well as the constraint equations
Eitherq orp can be represented by using δ ij instead of Π ij for satisfying CR (2.9), though it does not satisfy the constraints. Therefore we exclude these representation. The state |x is the eigenstate ofq:
In order to obtain a functional form from the corresponding operator, note that
By using this relation, the matrix element of the WW correspondence is given by
By introducing new variables q and v by q = (x + y)/2 and v = x − y, we obtain
We denote this procedure of getting A W (Πq, Πp) fromÂ = A(ẑ) by S −1 :
where the mapΠ is defined bỹ
We use the notation S −1 instead of O −1 , because O is not one-to-one and so the inverse image of O does not map to a single function for the constrained case. As far as Π is different from δ, S −1 does not coincide with the O −1 . We show this in the following way. We define ∆(q, p) by
which is not always zero in R 2D .
Using
As we shall discuss in the following subsection, we can construct the inverse of S −1 explicitly. Therefore this means that O(∆(q, p)) = 0, which turns out that A(q, p) + ∆(q, p) and A(q, p) yield the same operator, and so the map O is not the one-to-one map lest Π ij equals δ ij . This is why we introduce the second notation S −1 . We next study what the S −1 map of a product of two operators brings about. This is the product between two Weyl symbols for the constrained case. LetÂ andB be two operators, and consider their product
Using the CR in the constrained case, we obtain
where the 2D × 2D matrix J Π is given by
We have another formula given by
Using these formulas, we compute the S −1 map of the product of two operators by performing the ξ integration after multiplying e
where the star product of two functions f (q, p) and g(q, p) is given by By using this relation, above expression reads
The existence of the inverse of S −1 leads to a formula:
By using above formulas we can clarify the correspondence between the operator CR and the functional CR. We define the functional CR by
The CRs of operatorsq l andp m are given by
By using the formula (2.29), their relation is obtained as 
S formulation of WW correspondence
As is seen in the previous subsection, multiple functions, each is different from one another only outside the constraint surface, correspond to a single operator by the O maps. On the other hand S −1 turns out to be a one-to-one map and has its inverse. It is easy to see the map from the space of functions to the space of operators, defined by
is the inverse of S −1 . The matrix element of (2.34) is
which differs from (2.15) by the projection operator, Π. Since S and S −1 are the inverse map to each other, the algebraic manipulations in the previous subsection for O are performed in terms of S without ambiguity. For example the product of two operators which are images of two functions by S is evaluated as
where
Let us denote r.h.s. of eq.
(2.36) by A • B(ζ). Thus, S(A)S(B) = S(A • B).
In order to implement the framework of the quantum theory we must introduce a notion of states. In the Moyal quantization the corresponding entity is the Wigner function defined by
where |ψ is the state vector in the usual quantum theory. The Wigner function is a real function of the phasespace, satisfying the pure state condition
The time independent Schrödinger equationĤ|ψ = E|ψ is written in terms of the Wigner function as
In this equation information about the constraints is involved only in S −1 (Ĥ). Now let us rewrite the above formulas in terms of O. Note that the relations between S −1 and O are written, in an obvious notation, as The two kinds of products of functions, defined above, are related bỹ
The reason why multiple functions correspond to a single operator by the O map is in thatΠ is a singular map, a direct consequence of the existence of the constraint, n ·ẑ = 0. (This is also seen in the definition (2.7), where one can freely add the term proportional to n ·ẑ in the exponent in eq.(2.6), causing the ambiguity of the corresponding function.) If one restricts the function space to those functions satisfyingΠf = f , the two maps, O and S, coincide, and O is a one-to-one mapping on it. Let us denote the subspace of whole function space as C:
If one restrict the O-map to C, then it is a one-to-one map, and we can write
with the pure state condition
In these forms information about the constraint is involved both inĤ and the definition of the product. We see the O form of the Schrödinger equation requires the state function f W to satisfyΠf W = f W , i.e.,the Wigner function should be defined essentially on the constraint surface. In the next section we will see the existence of more natural formulation, where the constraint is imposed in a geometrical way at the outset and the entire quantum equations are defined on the constraint surface.
Reconsideration of the Dirac Quantization
A quantum system with the second class constraints, such as the gauge fixed version of a quantum gauge theory, might be treated in the Dirac method. A sequence of canonical transformations are used to rearrange the redundant variables to form a set of canonical pairs equivalent to the constraints. The commutators are replaced by their Dirac brackets so that the redundant variables are consistently set to zero. This procedure is, however, a cumbersome one for some cases, and the more convenient quantization schemes are thought to be favorable, especially in the gauge theories.
In a sense the second class constraint determines a geometry of the space spanned by the dynamical variables of a classical theory. In order to quantize the system one might promote the geometry (described by c-numbers) to a quantum geometry (on q-numbers), and it may require some challenging attempts (one of which is that by Dirac). In this account the Moyal quantization seems to be a suitable framework of the theories with the second class constraints, since it uses only c number functions, and a geometrical notion is easily introduced.
In the previous section we have considered the Moyal quantization of the theories with the second class constraint, starting with the quantum theories of the Dirac scheme. Conversely, let us attempt to construct a Moyal quantization in which the Dirac theory is derived as a consequence. We propose the following correspondence between a quantum operator and a function on the phasespace:
where Φ a (ζ) = 0 are second class constraints, andẑ i = (x i ,p i ) satisfy the canonical CR;
Note that the range of integration in (3.1) is restricted to the constraint surface by the delta functions, while the operatorsẑ i are not subject to any constraint. Though we have written in (3.1) the formula for general (2nd class) constraint for the sake of future investigation, we will consider in what follows the special case, where Φ(ζ) = n · ζ. In this case the calculation is easy and some essential ingredients of the proposal are displayed. In the coordinate system in which the normal vector n to the constraint surface is given by n =ñ = (1, 0, ...., 0), we see from (3.1) that
i.e., F (ζ) =ñ ·ẑ. For general n, one rotates all variables in (3.1) by
5) where R ∈ SO(D) × SO(D). Then we have
This means that F is a map from functions of whole phasespace to the space of operators which satisfy n ·ẑ = 0. (Note that F (n · ζ) = 0, but this does not mean n · ζ = 0.) The Dirac quantization scheme is reproduced by F , i.e.,
where r.h.s. coincides with the Dirac bracket {q i , p j } D (timesh) calculated from our constraint. The product of two operators which are images by F reads
By using these equations one can derive the product rule defined by F (A)F (B) = F (A B). It turns out that the product thus defined is the same as (2.26) in the case of the O-map. In fact, O and F are the same map in the case of the flat constraint condition, n · ζ = 0. This is explicitly seen from the fact To proceed further we must introduce a notion of states which could be pure or mixed ones. It seems natural to adopt a real function of the phasespace as the state vector. Furthermore we assume that the function f satisfiesΠf = f , i.e., f ∈ C. We also assume the pure state condition for f , defined by (2.48), which means F (f ) is a projection operator, denoted by |ψ ψ|, establishing the correspondence f ↔ |ψ .
The Schrödinger equation in the Dirac quantization is written in our scheme as
These equations might be solved for the Wigner functions which belong to C and satisfy the pure state condition.
In concluding this section we note a difference between O and F both in their principles and in practical manipulations. The O-formulation is equivalent to the Dirac scheme as a quantization procedure, since the former employs the quantization condition by Dirac. On the other hand the Fformulation incorporates the constraint condition in the operator function correspondence relation, while the quantization condition in this case is the canonical one without any constraint, and the CR of Dirac is derived as a consequence. In the practical aspect, the definition of star-product of two functions in the case of O is expressed in a manifest form by use of the Campbel-Hausdorff formula which gives an expression of product of two exponentiated operators, e
A and e B . In the case with general constraints it is extremely difficult to write down the above formula in a closed form. On the contrary the product rule in terms of F is written in the form (3.9) for general cases leaving only integration containing some delta functions.
Applications

The harmonic oscillator with a constraint
In this subsection we discuss how the Moyal quantization is subject to modification when there exist constraints by exemplifying a harmonic oscillator with a constraint. Before we get into discussion, we first show the Dirac brackets for the constrained system and its quantization, upon which our discussion is based. Let n be a D-dimensional constant vector, and we consider a harmonic oscillator on the surface normal to the the vector n . The classical Hamiltonian is given by H(p, q) = (q 2 + p 2 )/2. The coordinate x ∈ R D of arbitrary point on the surface satisfies the primary constraint
The secondary constraint is derived fromΦ 1 = 0 as
Then, the Dirac brackets are given by
where Π ij is given by
Here we note that the matrix Π is a projection satisfying ΠΠ = Π, and has a singular property detΠ = 0. Their quantization is obtained by replacing the Dirac brackets by the operator CR as
(4.9)
In order to get a classical hamiltonian for the Moyal quantization, we start with the classical hamiltonian defined above, and then use the S −1 map followed by O map successively to obtain
By using the Hamiltonian H W , the the Schrödinger equation or the -gen value equation discussed in section 2.2 reads
with the condition restricting the function space:
Our strategy is to solve the Schrödinger equation to obtain f (x, p),
There are two ways of solving this equation, an analytic method and an algebraic method. The former solution is the 1st quantization-like method, and the latter solution is the 2nd quantization-like method.
Analytic method
The real part of Eq.(4.11) is given by
and the imaginary part of Eq.(4.11) by
By taking the condition (4.12) into account, the imaginary part equation is solved by f = f (z) with z = 4H W . Then (4.13) is rewritten by using z as
where f = ∂f /∂z and f = ∂ 2 f /∂z 2 . By introducing ζ by
the equation is written as
where the derivatives are taken with respect to ζ. Setting
we obtain ζL
The solution is given by the Laguerre polynomial:
The eigenvalue shows the reduction of the dimension by 1 which is reasonable judging from the present constraint.
Algebraic method
We can then show that normal ordering denoted by the double dots, which put all α k to the right of all α † k . The 2nd type of vacuum is given bỹ
By using this vacuum, we can also construct the n-th state as well, and as is clear from the construction, these states satisfy (4.12).
Electro-magnetism in the Coulomb gauge
We consider here the electro-magnetic dynamics in the Moyal scheme as another example of constrained system. In the gauge invariant theories, there exist the 1st class constraints associated with the gauge invariance.
The treatment of such a constrained system is well-understood in classical and ordinary quantum field theories. The procedure described in section 2 and 3 is applicable also to the field theory simply by replacing the discrete indices by a continuous variable.
Since the Moyal quantization is deeply related to the canonical structure of the theory, we give here a rather detailed description of the canonical theory. We start with the classical Lagrangian L of the electro-magnetic dynamics with external conserved current J µ :
where e is the electric charge, A µ is the vector potential, and
The action is invariant under the gauge transformation: 
We obtain π i = F 0i := E i . But, asȦ 0 is not included in Lagrangian (4.40), the 0-th component of the above equation yields the primary constraint
The total Hamiltonian of the system is given by
where B i := ε ijk ∂ j A k is the magnetic field and λ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier. We can also obtain the secondary constraint from the condition for consistency with the time evolution of π 0 : We choose the Coulomb gauge as the gauge fixing condition:
The preservation of χ 1 = 0 for the time evolution requires ∂ i (π i − ∂ i A 0 ) ≈ 0, which together with Gauss's law (4.45) gives Poisson's equation
Then these constraints Φ a := (φ 1 ,φ 2 ,χ 1 ,χ 2 ) satisfy det{Φ a , Φ b } P = 0, and constitute the 2nd class constraints as a whole. Therefore the classical equations of motion are given by variation of the modified Hamiltonian H * with respect to independent variables (A i , π i ), (λ a , Φ a ):
Since the constraints Φ a are 2nd class, we compute the Dirac bracket {, } D of these variables
The functional matrix Π is a projection as is in the example of the previous subsection. Here and hereafter we restrict our attention only to A i and π i and omit A 0 and π 0 , since these variables do not play the essential part in the discussion. The quantization is implemented by replacing the Dirac brackets by the operator CR as
A representation of these CRs is defined on the functional space of functions
where the second term on the r.h.s. of (4.55) comes from the constraint for the momentum operatorπ i . The state vector |a is the eigenstate ofÂ i (x):
Now the WW correspondence is introduced as follows. Given a functional F of A i and π i , the image of O-map is defined by
Conversely, the S −1 image of a given operatorF is defined by
where the inner product represents the functional integration over all functions s i (x). The star product of two functionals, F and G, is given by
by which the Moyal bracket for these functionals is defined by
(4.61)
The Weyl symbol of the Hamiltonian is
The Schrödinger equation is
F is the Wigner functional having all the information of the electro-magnetic field.
In this subsection, we have shown the Moyal quantization of the electromagnetism with the conserved external current as one of the examples of the constrained system. Eq.(4.64) is the basic equation of the present formulation, by which all the physical quantities might be calculated.
Summary and Discussion
We have studied the Moyal quantization when there exist constraints. In the quantization of the classical system with the 2nd class constraints, it is known that the Dirac bracket is to be used instead of the Poisson bracket in transferring to to the quantum theory. The Weyl correspondence relating a quantum operator to a function called the Weyl symbol is subject to modification when there exist constraints. In order to study this, we assume a constraint limiting the phasespace to the surface normal to a constant vector. To summarize the process obtaining the Weyl symbol, we start with classical fields, get the quantum fields from them, and finally the Weyl symbols from the quantum fields.
When there is no constraint, the classical fields and the Weyl symbols are identical. This is assured because the WW correspondence is a one-to-one map. However, when there are constraints, we find that the classical fields and the Weyl symbols are not necessarily identical. To show this situation by an explicit example, we adopt one of the simplest constraints mentioned above.
We showed two formulations of the Moyal quantization for the constrained system. One is the well-known Weyl correspondence for the non-constrained system, which uses the operatorsẑ in the definition. We call it the O formulation. The other uses the state instead of the operatorsẑ and we call this the S formulation. In contrast to the Weyl correspondence for the nonconstrained case, the O formulation has a trouble that the correspondence is not a one-to-one map. This is evaded in the S formulation. Another difference between the two formulations also appears in the definition of the product between two Weyl symbols i.e. the product. In the O formulation, the product reflects the constraint, and so its form is different from that for the non-constrained case. The product in the S formulation is the same star product as that for the non-constrained case. This difference comes from the fact that we use the operatorẑ, which constitute the non canonical CRs, in the definition of the Weyl correspondence in the O formulation. Then one may wonder what is the effect of the constraints in the S formulation. All information about the constraints can be found in the Weyl symbols obtained from operators by the inverse map of the S there. Now we summarize the procedure. In the Moyal quantization for the constrained system, we start with a classical hamiltonian with constraints, and the Dirac brackets are used for the quantization. The O map is used to obtain the quantum Hamiltonian from the classical one. Finally, by using S −1 map, we obtain a Hamiltonian in terms of the Weyl symbols. Though there can be two kinds of the star products for the O and S formulations, the so-called -gen equation derived from the two formulations becomes identical, and so it does not make difference for a practical use.
In section 3, we proposed a Weyl correspondence for the constrained case, which impose restrictions in the phasespace and its dual space integration by introducing the δ functions of the 2nd class constraints. The coordinate and momentum operators are assumed to satisfy the canonical CRs and so we do not use the Dirac bracket method. We only restrict the integration space. As the result, we obtain an intriguing result that the same CRs as those derived from the Dirac brackets emerge naturally. It is immature to conclude that the present formulation is equivalent to the Dirac bracket formulation, and so further survey is necessary. Although the 2nd class constraints, which are expressed as functions in the phasespace, should have a clear geometrical meaning, their geometrical meaning is not so clear in the Dirac bracket quantization. On the other hand, the present Moyal quantization for the constrained case is formulated by incorporating the constraints, which are c-number functions, as the δ functions in the phasespace and its dual space. Therefore, it is possible to understand them geometrically.
Our constraint, which gives constant g ij (q, p) in Eq.(1.1), is one of the various 2nd class constraints. For a general g ij (q, p), the Moyal quantization in terms of the O formulation would become too complicated, and it seems difficult to pursue further. However, when there is a simplification like symmetries, the formulation in section 3 would be useful and would shed light on these quantization.
